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At Integrated Wood Components Inc. (IWCI), we produce the finest contemporary and classically
designed cabinet doors and draw fronts built to the highest quality standard using the best modern
materials and the most advanced technology to produce an accurate, superior product.
Since 1972, IWCI has manufactured the highest quality wood components products for the
composite wood furniture manufacturers’ industry. We consistently provide top quality wood
components and panel processing products and have redefined what service and quality are all
about. From our modest beginnings, we have grown into an industry leader known for our
dependability in both our on-time delivery and exceptional products.
Our 3D thermofoil manufacturing process, combined with the latest state-of-the-art technology
and highest grade materials, ensures perfect doors and draw fronts every time. With a diverse
product line that continues to grow, and flexibility to customize any product you need, our doors
are available in an almost limitless selection of styles and colors. If you are currently using a
profile, color or style that you would like us to produce for you, just contact us and we would be
happy to custom match it.
Since we inspect every door several times, with strict quality controls, we can ensure that you
will not receive any defective products. Your absolute satisfaction is assured with our emphasis on
process improvement and consistent reliability. As a customer, you will benefit from our years of
experience and our short and consistent lead times. Our goal is to make everyone’s job easier.
At IWCI, our dedicated staff takes pride in every door and draw front they produce and, as our
company continues to grow, our commitment to quality is one thing you can depend on. We
appreciate everyone’s business and strive to make every order painless and worry free.
We build valued relationships on service and quality.

Moldings and other 3D
component parts are also available.
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